
 

Digital Irreligion: Christian Deconversion in an Online Community 

 

ABSTRACT: What is the role of the internet in a possible trend towards secularization in the 

U.S.? This case study seeks to elucidate the process of online deconversion by examining 

religious exit narratives (called “extimonies” by participants) as posted in a forum for ex-

Christians from 2005-2017.  Echoing Mauss (1969) and Ebaugh (1988), deconverts on the site 

went through a role exit involving a three part, but intertwined intellectual, emotional, and social 

process. The online community provided an interactional space for them to construct and 

practice new secular identities, to explore doubts and process emotions arising from the 

deconverison process, and to prepare themselves for offline interactions with believers. This case 

study also suggests that the internet and online communities may provide spaces for the highly 

religiously committed to explore deconversion and role alternatives.  
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INTRODUCTION 

Digital Religion 

There are two views of the relationship between the internet and religion; one that it is a 

secularizing force, and another that it provides religionists with a digital space appropriate to an 

increasingly virtual world (Campbell 2013).  There is a burgeoning literature on the growth of 

digital religion, with studies on everything from kosher cell phones to virtual seminaries (see 

Campbell 2010; 2013; Cheong, Fischer-Nielsen, and Gelfgren 2012). Early descriptive studies of 

online religious communities focused on establishing what religious activities and communities 

existed online (cf. Bunt 2000; Campbell 2005a; Fernback 2002; Howard 2000; Lawrence 2002; 

Taylor 2003). A second wave of research concerned more specific questions about what was 

happening inside religious online communities (Berger & Ezzy 2004; Kim 2005; Campbell 

2005; Howard 2011; Young 2004). A third strand asks more theoretical questions about the 

nature of participation in the online communities, and how online communities become a source 

of religious authority (Barzalai-Nahon and Barzalai 2005; Campbell 2005b; 2007).  Other studies 

talk about how online spaces are used for “e-vangelism”, and how they help to forge collective 

religious identities (Campbell 2010).  

Religious identities created through narratives are publicly constructed and shared, and 

are just as social as offline identities (Lövheim 2013). They are constructed with other people in 

mind, in the context of a community. Nancy Ammerman (2003) discusses the uses of religious 

narratives in identity formation; people articulate who they are as they tell their stories. We do 

know, however, that the internet allows people to question ecclesiastical authority, allowing 

people more autonomy from religious organizations (Anderson 1999; Lövheim 2013). We posit 

that religious exit narratives may be used to trace the development of nonreligious identity. 

Digital Irreligion 
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While there are several studies of religious narratives and identity, there are not as many 

studies on deconversion that examine the role of the internet in the process of deconversion or 

the forging of nonreligious identities. McClure determined that internet use was associated with 

religious unaffiliation (2017).  In addition, empirical studies of deconversion suggest that there is 

a gradual and active process of secularization at work in the U.S. (Brauer 2018; Chaves 2017; 

Richter and Francis 1998; Roof 1999). Between 2007 and 2014, the share of the population who 

identified as Christian shrank from 78.4% to 70.6% (Pew Research Center 2015). While some of 

these left Christianity for another faith, some left religion altogether. During the same time, the 

pool of Americans identifying as “unaffiliated” rose from 16.1% to 22.8%, with those identifying 

specifically as atheist rose 1.2%, and those who identified as agnostic rose 1.6% (2015). In 2011, 

Chaves warned about relying on such statistics too much, but by 2017 was convinced that were 

was evidence for a slow, steady, “almost glacial” trend towards religious decline in the U.S. 

(2017: xiv). The purpose here is not to recount or resolve the secularization debate, but rather to 

give context to our case study of deconversion, which may represent some part of a trend. 

This article focuses on former Christians, exploring the process by which they came to 

identify as ex-Christian (and/or atheist, agnostic, undetermined, or still searching) in an online 

forum. We also explore the role of the internet in general, and online community in particular, in 

facilitating the deconversion process. We define “deconversion” as the process of leaving one’s 

Christian religious faith. The literature uses several terms, among them “religious exiters”, 

“apostates”, and “religious leavers”, as synonyms for the term “deconverts” (Streib 2014).  

Definitions of deconversion portray it as leaving both the beliefs and affiliations of a faith 

(Wright et al. 2011).  This article seeks to add to the deconversion literature by examining the 

deconversion process in greater detail, and specifying the role of the internet in it, as part of the 
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related processes of role exit and nonreligious identity formation. As much as possible it was our 

aim to illustrate the process using the forum members’ own words.  

The Diversity of the Secular 

Studies variously refer to the “nones”, the disaffiliated, the unaffiliated, apostates, and the 

secular. The complexities of characterizing different unaffiliated groups, or “nones” has been 

noted by many researchers on religion (cf. Ammerman 2013; Blankholm 2018; Day, Vincent, 

and Cotter 2013; Cotter 2015; Lim, Putnam, and MacGregor 2010; Zuckerman et al. 2016). 

“Nones”, for example may identify as secular, “spiritual but not religious”, freethinker, 

humanist, agnostic, atheist, apatheist1, or eschew labels altogether (Quack and Schuh 2017; 

Zuckerman et al. 2016). The same is true of the ex-Christian population that we studied. We 

know that they identify as ex-Christian by virtue of their being on the site or calling themselves 

ex-Christian, but identities can be complex and multiple. In this study, we use their own self-

identification; for example if they say they are atheists or have no belief in gods, we label them 

atheist. If they self-identify as agnostic or say “I am not sure there is God” in their narrative, we 

label them agnostic. This is accomplished sometimes in the narratives, and sometimes in a 

demographic sidebar which asks “Still have any gods?”. When they reply “no” we label them 

atheist. This is not to deny that there are many ways of being ex-Christian, atheist, secular, or 

agnostic, but to honor our respondents’ own self-identification. 

What is Known About Deconversion 

 Early studies of religious deconversion focused on college students, examining factors 

like family socialization and parental relationships (Brinkerhoff & Mackie 1993; Caplovitz and 

Sherrow 1977; Hunsberger 1980; 1983). Caplovitz and Sherrow argued that apostasy was a form 

                                                        
1 An “apatheist” (from “apathy” and “theist”) is someone who is not concerned with the question of whether there 
is a God.  
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of rebellion against parents (1977). Along the same lines, Wuthnow and Mellinger (1978) 

discussed apostasy as a product of the 1960s counterculture. Hunsberger (1980) couldn’t find 

empirical support for the counterculture hypothesis and turned instead to social learning theory 

and family socialization explanations. Roozen (1980) further developed the conceptualization of 

disaffiliation, splitting it into two parts: the cognitive and the social. Later studies of 

deconversion also involved recognizing the complexity of apostasy and constructing typologies 

of apostates (Bromley 1988; Brinkerhoff and Mackie 1993; Zuckerman 2012).  

Some quantitative studies of deconversion have focused on the personality traits of those 

who leave their faith (Streib et al. 2009). For example, those who score higher on psychological 

scales measuring openness to new experiences tend to leave the faith at higher rates than those 

who score lower, and remain (2009). Other researchers have examined factors such as 

sociodemographic characteristics, religious skepticism, and life stressors in religious exiters 

(Vargas 2012). Life stressors may lead people away from or towards religion; skeptical attitudes 

towards the supernatural and opposition to conservative politics tend to lead them away (2012).  

Some recent quantitative work has focused on generational cohorts and religious 

affiliation/disaffiliation (Brauer 2018; Theissen and Wilkins LaFlamme 2017; McClure 2017; 

Voas 2009).  Voas has posited that religion in Europe is in a slow decline driven by a 

generational process in which religious socialization is weaker in each generation (2009).  Other 

studies in the U.S. mirrored European findings (Brauer 2018).  Voas (2009) used the concept of 

the “fuzzy middle” to represent the moderately religious, who socialize their children 

accordingly, and whose children are increasingly more moderate in their religious beliefs and ties 

in turn. Theissen and Wilkins LaFlamme theorize that over time, irreligious socialization will 

overtake deconversion as a source of religious decline (2017).  
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The “fuzzy middle” brings to mind McClure’s (2017) idea of religious “tinkering”. 

Religious “tinkering”, a concept introduced by Berger, Berger, and Kellner in 1974, refers to 

spaces where renegotiations of religious meanings take place. We think that perhaps religious 

“tinkering” is made easier by belonging to the “fuzzy middle” and having access to the internet 

and online communities. The highly religiously committed, such as evangelical Christians, also 

use the internet to explore other religions, so perhaps the influence of the internet is not limited 

to the fuzzy middle (Hoover, Clark, and Rainie 2004). 

Qualitative studies have focused on why people leave their faith. (Ebaugh 1988; Thiessen 

and LaFlamme 2017; Zuckerman 2012) In this area, John Barbour (1994) speaks of changes of 

identity, spiritual crisis, moral and ethical considerations, rebellion against God, and cultural and 

gender-based critiques of Christianity as different “versions” of deconversion. Similarly, Streib 

et al. (2009) note five criteria for deconversion: (1) intellectual doubt or denial; (2) moral 

criticism; (3) emotional suffering; (4) disaffiliation from community; and (5) loss of religious 

experience. While we did not set out to examine why people left the faith, we did find in passing 

that the reasons and circumstances given in our narratives were the same as those identified in 

the existing research on deconversion. 

Other studies of deconversion concern specific denominations, sects, or groups, revealing 

different aspects of the deconversion experience. For example, Ultra-Orthodox Jews  describe 

difficulties in finding a “script” for religious exit where no role models exist (Davidman and 

Greil 2007). Jehovah’s Witnesses report the social and cultural isolation of their religion leads 

many youth to renounce it (Hookway and Habibis 2015). In studying deconversion from New 

Religious Movements, Coates (2013) found that the availability of alternative discourses played 

a role in religious exits. We note here that the internet provides a source of alternative discourses. 
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Microsociological approaches such as Ebaugh’s work on role exit specify the general 

process by which someone leaves one role, and transitions into an identity as an “ex”.  Ebaugh 

describes 4 stages of role exit: first doubts, seeking and weighing role alternatives, turning 

points, and the creation of an “ex-role” (1988). We see these stages in action on the ex-Christian 

website. There are three aspects to turning points in role exit, and making a public declaration of 

disaffiliation is the first. This is what the “extimony” narratives represent. The second and third 

are reduction of cognitive dissonance, and mobilization of the resources needed to exit (Ebaugh 

1988). The second and third parts of the process are achieved in the back-and-forth on the 

message boards, although these discussions are more often focused on the social and emotional 

aspects of role-exit, rather than the material ones noted by Ebaugh. In examining the online 

community, we ask how does role exit happen in the age of the internet? 

A related literature concerns atheism, as those who take secular exits from Christianity 

may not seek affiliation with a different religion or modified form of belief (e.g. “spiritual but 

not religious”). For example, Smith’s (2011) research outlines the recognition of the ubiquity of 

theism, rejection of theism, struggles with the question of morality, and “coming out” atheist as 

the stages of developing an atheist identity. Further work establishes that atheists use the internet 

to form a secularist identity (Smith and Cimino 2012).  Smith and Cimino find that the internet 

provides a space to develop a group consciousness (2012). Similarly, atheist organizations have 

been found to create communities that foster collective identity offline (Smith 2013).  

Coming out as a nonbeliever is fraught with social risk, as Americans list atheists as the 

least desirable group for a future son or daughter-in law, and fully 65% say they would not vote 

for an atheist (Edgell, Gerteis, and Hartmann 2006; Grewal 2012). Online spaces, however, help 

manage the stigma of adopting marginalized identities (McKenna and Bargh 1998; Smith 2013). 

The internet has provided atheists with greater visibility (Laughlin 2016; Smith 2013). This 
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makes it easier for those who are “tinkering” with religion to find irreligious alternatives. It also 

enables the highly committed religionist to transcend geographic and ideological isolation to find 

new ideas.   

DATA AND METHODS 

Former Christians are a hidden population, making locating them difficult and 

introducing selection bias into any sample. Although our sample is self-selected in that it 

represents only former Christians who posted on a particular internet forum, we believe that it 

yields important information. One measure of validity in qualitative research is triangulation, and 

our results are similar to previous research as regards why people left the faith, lending us some 

confidence in our sample. Our concern in this study however, fills a gap in the literature 

concerning the how of deconversion specifically regarding the role of digital spaces. This study 

involved three years’ (2014-2017) direct observation of an internet forum by and for ex-

Christians, qualitative content analysis of 60 written testimonies of former Christians on the site 

(called “extimonies’ by forum members), and data mining of 2,181 extimonies for triangulation 

purposes. The collection of extimonies on the site were written from 2005-2017. The majority of 

the extimonies recounted what Streib et al. (2009) term “secular exits”, that is stories of 

Christians who left the faith entirely, opting for atheism or agnosticism, rather than exits 

involved joining other religions or adopting modified views of Christianity. They also represent 

“transformative” deconverisions where the process is disruptive and traumatic (cf. Zuckerman 

2012). 

We obtained permission to do the study from the site owner, on the condition that we not 

use any identifying information and not publish the name of the site. We posted an 

announcement about the research on the forum. As preliminary results became available, they 

were posted to a research thread for comment. We noted the forum members’ comments and 
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expanded our focus to include the issues they brought up as the study proceeded. In the direct 

observation of the forum posts, as we noticed patterns, we began collecting posts that were 

representative of the larger themes we observed. The direct observation of the forum sensitized 

us to the issues that concerned forum members. To garner a more systematic understanding of 

the deconversion process, we turned to the written accounts (extimonies) of deconversion 

collected on the site. These extimonies were assigned numbers and we used a random number 

generator to randomly sample 60 extimonies from a population size of 2,181 for qualitative 

analysis.  The posts on the forum contained a sidebar where members could enter their gender, 

location, and current belief status. This was available for 1,250 of the 2,181 posts, giving us a 

rough estimate of the basic demographics of the group.  

To triangulate, and to be more systematic about collecting data on the process of 

deconversion, we also used datamining software to examine the key concepts over the population 

of 2,181 extimonies. These results gave us a rough check of the validity of our qualitative coding 

of the sample of 60, that is we could check where our coding was reflected in the concept 

mapping from the datamining of the population of 2,181 extimonies. The quotes from forum 

members used in this article are verbatim, no spelling or grammar corrections have been made.  

We divided the 60 extimonies between the three authors and used grounded theory to 

guide the data analysis (Charmaz 2006; Glaser and Strauss 1967). This inductive process 

involves first an “open” coding where we identified the salient concepts in the narratives. The 

next step is “selective” coding, where we sought commonalities across accounts. Finally, 

“theoretical coding” brought the concepts together into a theoretical frame specifying three basic 

processes of deconverison. We each coded 20 narratives separately and then came together to 

discuss what we had coded and why, reaching a common coding scheme. We continued coding 

in a second and third iteration until we reached thematic saturation.  
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Datamining 

As we did this, we conducted concept mapping by datamining the entire population of 

2,181 extimonies. This generated word clouds that let us check that our coding schemes had 

captured the major concepts across the dataset. Word clouds are visual representations that show 

the relative frequency of concepts across the dataset. For example, in the area of emotional 

concepts, both strong negative and strong positive emotions appeared in our word clouds, 

lending confidence to our coding from the sample of 60 that also included this pattern.   

 Datamining was used in three ways: (1) to map words employed in extimonies to a set of 

normalized concepts using the Princeton WordNet® lexical database (Princeton 2010); (2) to 

catalogue the emotional connotations of WordNet concepts found in the extimonies using the 

Wordnet-Affect software package (Strapparava and Valitutti 2004); and (3) to extract 

demographic information about the writers of the extimonies, from their forum profiles and from 

the text of the extimonies themselves. We used one of many publicly available web scraping 

tools to programmatically download the text of extimonies, along with profile information of 

their writers, from the website. 

Extracting WordNet Concepts 

 WordNet is an English lexical database widely used in research aiming to extract 

semantic concepts from texts (see for example Wei et al. 2015). Like a typical English 

dictionary, the WordNet database contains a set of words and their definitions, but unlike a 

typical dictionary the database also records detailed information about the semantic relationships 

between concepts. For example, the words “car,” “truck,” and “sedan” are all connected to the 

concept of “automobile.” In order to make use of these features, words used in extimonies were 

mapped to their respective concepts. In many cases this is straightforward, but in others it is 
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complicated by the polysemy of English words. For example, if the word “bank” appears in the 

text, is it a reference to a financial institution or the edge of a river? The process of selecting a 

semantic concept for an ambiguous word in a text is called “word sense disambiguation,” or 

WSD. We adapted a context-based method described by Kolte, Bhirud and Somaiya (2009) to 

disambiguate concepts mapped by words used in extimonies. This technique chooses which of 

several possible concepts to select for a word based on the semantic similarity of each possible 

concept to the other words used in the immediate context, i.e. before and after the problematic 

word in the text.  

Analyzing Emotions and Extracting Demographics 

 As a result of the word-to-concept mapping procedure, we extract from each extimony an 

ordered collection of WordNet concepts found in the text. These collections were then used to 

generate frequency counts for concepts across all extimonies, and as input into the algorithmic 

analysis of emotions and demographics.  For the former, we used the WordNet-Affect extension 

to WordNet (Strapparava and Valitutti 2004), which provides data on the emotional connotations 

of verbs and adjectives in the database. We employed this extension to count the frequency with 

which emotion-indicating concepts appear in the extimonies. 

 In order to assess the representativeness of our qualitative sample, we used the WordNet 

data alongside other profile information scraped from the website to assess the demographics of 

extimony authors across the entire dataset.  In the qualitative sample, we tried to assign each 

extimony to a category for age group, gender, and religious self-identification. For the age group 

and religious self-identification categories it was not possible to programmatically assign a 

category in a reliable way, but instead we used the semantic information provided by WordNet to 

count the number of mentions of words related to possible age groups and religious 

denominations. For age groups, we looked for explicit use of numbers that might represent a 
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person’s age, as well as words with a close semantic association with the WordNet concept for 

“time of life.” For religious denominations, we looked for any word with a close semantic 

relationship to the WordNet concept for “Member of a Christian Denomination.” 

For gender, we combined a semantic approach using WordNet with data scraped from the 

forum profiles of extimony writers. Of the 2,181 extimonies, 340 were written by “guest” 

accounts for which no profile information was available. Additionally, many forum members 

wrote multiple extimonies. The forum owner in particular created 287 threads detailing 

extimonies given second hand. Excluding the guests and considering the authors of multiple 

extimonies, we attempted to assign a gender to 1,250 extimony writers.  We used the gender 

specified in the forum profile for the extimony writer where available. Where none was 

specified, we looked for uses of gender-specific words (man, husband, boyfriend, woman, wife, 

girlfriend) in the extimony texts. Sentences containing these words were collected 

algorithmically from the extimonies and then evaluated by the study authors and used to assign 

gender where the context allowed for a determination to be made. Combining these two methods, 

we were able to assign a gender to 84% of the 1,250 authors, similar to the 85% assigned a 

gender in the qualitative sample. 

Demographics 

Table 1: Gender 
 Qualitative Sample All Extimonies 
 Frequency  Percent  Frequency  Percent  
    Male 33 55.0 620 49.6 
    Female 18 30.0 427 34.2 
    Unknown 9 15.0 203 16.2 
    Total 60 100.0 1250 100.0 
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In a demographic sidebar, forum members could identify as Male, Female, or “Not 

Telling”. We suspect that a good portion of the “Not Telling” group was female, but we had no 

way to verify that. 

Table 2: Age (Qualitative sample) 

 Frequency Percent 
    Less than 20 1 1.7 
    20 – 29 13 21.7 
    30 – 39 8 13.3 
    40 – 49 6 10.0 
    50 – 59  2 3.3 
    60+ 1 1.7 
    Unknown 29 48.3 
    Total 60 100.0 

 

The above table represents the age of the forum members in our qualitative sample of 60. 

Where they did not state their age, in many cases we could figure it out from other dates given in 

the narrative. For example, if they said “I got married at 21 in 1995” or similar statement, we 

knew enough to calculate their age based on the date of their post. 
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Table 3: Former Religious Self-Identification (Qualitative sample) 

 Frequency Percent 
    Christian 23 38.2 
    Catholic 8 13.3 
    “Born Again” Evangelical 5 8.3 
    Baptist 5 8.3 
    Pentecostal 4 6.7 
    Southern Baptist 3 5.0 
    Mennonite  3 5.0 
    Methodist 2 3.3 
    Assemblies of God 1 1.7 
    Church of Christ 1 1.7 
    Church of England 1 1.7 
    Congregational 1 1.7 
    Lutheran 1 1.7 
    Seventh Day Adventist 1 1.7 
    Unitarian 1 1.7 
    Total 60 100.0 

 

The table above shows how the forum members described themselves in their extimony 

narratives. Where they said “Christian” we then used other clues in the narrative to determine if 

they were a “liberal” (the Bible is metaphorical) or “fundamentalist” (the Bible is literal) 

Christian. There were 24 (40%) in our sample where it could be determined that they were 

fundamentalist of some variety, 15 (25%) who could be termed liberal, and 21 (35%) where that 

could not be determined. 

Table 4: Post-Deconversion Identity 
 Frequency Percent 
    Atheist 33 55.0 
    Ex-Christian 10 16.7 
    Agnostic 9 15.0 
    Still Searching 5 8.3 
    Unknown 3 5.0 
    Total 60 100.0 
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The table above shows how forum members described themselves at the end of their exit 

narratives, or in a demographic sidebar that asks “Still have any gods?”. 

RESULTS 

We noted the different reasons that forum members left their faith, and what we found 

agreed with previous research (cf. Bromley 1988; Mauss 1969; Wright et al. 2011; Zuckerman 

2012). Reasons for leaving variously involved the failures of God to live up to expectations, 

concerns with the morality of God, prayer not working during a crisis, intellectual concerns 

including tensions between the Bible, science, and modern life, and for a minority, hypocrisy of 

other Christians. Our main research question however, concerned the “how” of leaving the faith, 

rather than the “why”. How exactly did they exit the role of Christian believer in the age of the 

internet? Most exits (all but 5) were what Streib and Keller (2004) would term “secular exits”, 

into atheism or agnosticism. The other five had not decided where they stood at the time they 

wrote their extimony, identifying only as “ex-Christians”. Conversion is usually conceived of as 

a discrete moment in time. Deconversion, however, seems to be the opposite (Brinkerhoff and 

Burke 1980; Zuckerman 2012). Forum members generally spoke of their deconversions as a 

journey, or a process, taking years or even decades: 

It's been a hard road deconverting and I've done it all alone. It has taken years to get 

where I am now, which is not very far.   I recently realized that I need help when it comes 

to this deconversion. 

Another member echoed a common theme—lurking on the forum for years before deciding to 

participate. 

I found this board a few years ago but I didn't want to post anything because I knew in 

my heart I was wasn’t fully free from Christianity. I didn't have any sort of Christian life 
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at that point but I still believed it. So I'm posting my story because I've let it go finally. It 

took me almost 20 years to work through it. 

These quotes are representative of many who both expressed the importance of the forum as a 

source of support in their deconversion, and the length of time it took. Given this, it seemed we 

were looking at a long-term process rather than a single point in time. 

Echoing Mauss (1969), forum members’ extimonies contained themes that fell into three 

main categories, describing different processual aspects of deconversion: the intellectual, the 

emotional, and the social. Unlike in Mauss’ findings, however, these categories did not represent 

separate types of apostates. These categories formed a process, which was intertwined in forum 

posters’ experience. We have separated them for analytical purposes. The intellectual process 

involved the steps taken to reach the conclusion that being agnostic or atheist was the most 

reasonable position with regards to Christianity. The emotional process involved reactions to 

their own disbelief, and their feelings about their new perspective on Christianity in general. The 

social process describes “coming out”, the reactions of others to their disbelief. We note the role 

the online forum played in providing a supportive community, helping forum members negotiate 

all three stages. These three stages also map onto Ebaugh’s (1988) stages of the role exit process, 

where the third stage, “turning points” is usually recounted by forum posters within their “first 

doubts” narratives. 

The Intellectual Process    

Although members listed God’s failures, failure of prayer, the problem of evil, the 

doctrine of Hell vs. a loving God and other issues in their narratives of deconversion, one issue 

was shared by all: the search for the truth about the Bible. The path out of Christianity consisted, 

in large part, of intensified interest in and study of religion. Forum members frequently reported 

intensified intellectual interest in the Bible and other aspects of Christian theology and practice. 
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Narratives recounted what Ebaugh (1988) describes as “first doubts”, the beginning stage of role 

exit. The first doubts were often also related to Ebaugh’s third stage of role exit, called “turning 

points”. 

As one member reported: 

I was a fundamentalist (Church of Christ) and their entire belief system is based on Bible 

inerrancy. They follow restoration theology meaning they believe the Bible is literally 

true & historically accurate. I eventually became aware of the inconsistences & 

contradictions that are in abundance throughout the Bible.  At that point, I stopped 

reading apologists & started reading historians. 

The quote above is representative of forum members who started not just a quest into the 

foundations of their faith, but an intellectual process of studying the book that faith was based 

on. For the first time, they looked at the Bible through a secular lens, reading historians and 

Bible scholars.  Their research led them to the intellectual conclusion that the Bible was not 

inerrant, as their religion had presented it to them. Another member also rejected the Bible after 

researching it extensively: 

As others have noted once Christianity is examined from a historical, scientific, rational, 

& logical perspective it falls apart like a house of cards. Historical evidence confirms the 

Bible is literature (a collection of mythical stories) it is not a historical record of anything. 

All the authors are unknown. The historical evidence proves the text has been altered, 

redacted, edited, and in some cases completely rewritten an unknown amount of times.   

Some members’ views of the Bible showed that they had a fundamentalist background, however 

concern with the truth of the Bible was shared across sects. Finding out that the Bible was not 
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inerrant was particularly difficult for the fundamentalists, however. As one member put it 

succinctly: “either all the bible was true, or none of it was.” 

Ex-members of mainline Protestant denominations and Catholicism also reported being driven 

by doubt to read the Bible, often for the first time, starting in Genesis. Some members were 

concerned with the portrayal of God in the Old Testament. The process started with doubt, which 

led to research, and the research often led to loss of faith: 

I felt that Jesus “led” me to read the Old Testament. And it eventually led to the death of 

my faith because I couldn’t get myself to accept the moral monster Yahweh is in the 

Bible.” 

In most of the narratives, stories begin by members recounting how devoted they were to their 

churches and to the faith. Some members found that upon attending seminary or Bible College 

they were unable to keep their faith after learning more about Biblical scholarship. The forum 

included several members who were ex-clergy, church leaders, pastors, and lay leaders. This 

suggests that they were not members of the “fuzzy middle”, but were highly committed to their 

religion. Most deconversions in our dataset are those which Zuckerman (2012) terms 

“transformative apostasy”, where the experience is both traumatic and disruptive. They represent 

the religious exits of the highly committed. 

I am an ex-Christian who became an Atheist/Agnostic while I was in a Bible-believing 

minister's school working on a Master's of Divinity degree, with the life goal of becoming 

a conservative Christian minister and professional Christian apologist. 

Those who attended more secular colleges found that learning about science chipped away at 

their acceptance of the Bible’s account of the Earth’s origin. Those whose deconversions began 

in college often reported starting that way: 

 I went to a liberal Christian college, where I found out that everything I’d been taught 
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 [in a fundamentalist church] was nonsense.  

These forum members didn’t arrive at their conclusions overnight, but rather after a period of 

intensive research into history, mythology, archaeology, and other relevant fields. This is 

described by one member as follows: 

It sort of haunted me for a while until I decided to go back and re-read the bible and face 

this thing again. And what happened is that I immediately began to see contradictions in 

the bible, starting with genesis, which I must have always overlooked before when I was 

a believer. This led to more interest in knowing what's going on, so I kept on searching 

and found my way through comparative world mythology and religion, biblical criticism, 

minimalist archaeology, and basically everything that secular oriented academia has to 

offer on the subject. 

Members also often posted links to YouTube videos of atheist vs. apologist debates (on the 

existence of God, or creationism vs. science or evolution) and displayed a great concern with 

these. This suggests that the internet was playing a large role in their first doubts, and also in 

Ebaugh’s second stage of role exit, “seeking alternatives”.  They encouraged each other to 

research logical fallacies, logical reasoning, and seek evidence for any claims made in these 

debates (see Smith 2013). For example, one member advised another: 

Instead of studying Christian scripture, Christian apologetics and skeptical anti-

apologetics, consider studying rational thinking, informal logical fallacies, formal logic, 

cognitive biases and similar secular intellectual areas first.  After you have a good grasp 

of these tools, then spend your time with Christian scripture, Christian apologetics and 

skeptical anti-apologetics.  This will be more efficient and more likely to provide you 

with clearer and definitive results. 
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On the forum, particularly when having debates with proselytizing Christians who visited the 

site, members frequently cited principles of logic and reason. Members were very concerned 

with critical thinking as applied to religion: 

Critical thinking is completely lost today in general, but the lack of it is almost a 

requirement to subscribe to the tenets of evangelical Christianity.  

Forum members also displayed intensified interest in the historicity of Jesus and Biblical events 

in general. For example, most members were familiar with the work of Biblical scholar Bart 

Ehrman. One threaded discussion in the theological sub-forum concerned a debate about whether 

Jesus was a historical person (Ehrman’s view) or a completely mythical figure. Most members 

opted for the mythical view. Similarly, threads about the Biblical flood, the Crucifixion, and the 

presence of the Israelites in Egypt appeared in the sub-forums, prompting discussion about the 

historically verifiable basis for the events. Taken together, the deconverts describe an intellectual 

journey that involved the valorization of reason, logic, and evidence over faith. The online forum 

encouraged this exploration, providing sub-forums focusing on Christian theology and secular 

science. In the narratives, it was clear that they had come to see themselves as having a rational, 

secular identities. 

Christianity and the Modern World 

The intellectual process also included an examination of the Bible as it squared with 

everyday life. They often described a disconnect between the Bible and the modern world. Some 

of these concerns came from women and LGBTQ individuals. For example women objected to 

the role of scripture in justifying repressive gender roles and upholding patriarchy with the man 

as the head of the family. 
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I'm pretty sure the bible was written 100% by males. Genesis is just a made-up story to 

explain to women that they are inferior to men and they should suffer in silence because 

all evil in the world is up to them. 

Other women recounted how the stigma of divorce in their communities led to their social 

contacts telling them they should stay in abusive marriages. The stigma has its basis in scripture. 

Three years into my life as a Christian, I would get married to someone who put on holy 

face in church, but turned out to be worse than my dad ever was at home. I endured a 

divorce in those early years, and was told because it was “just” abuse, it wasn’t a 

scriptural divorce. I would never be free to remarry, unless it was him! It was floated that 

I should hang in there. 

Members also objected to the Biblical attitudes surrounding homosexuality; LGBT individuals 

were angered that their dedication to their faith was canceled out by Biblical attitudes about 

sexuality. But it was not only homosexual sex that was the problem for some, who had been 

taught that any sexual thought was impure. 

I thought I was going to be sent to hell for my sinful thoughts, and I would constantly 

puncture holes in my self esteem for not having pure thoughts. 

The intellectual process, then, included comparing a “Biblical life” to their own experiences, 

where the forum members describe the Biblical life as fostering injustice towards them. Those 

members from more fundamentalist backgrounds expressed dissatisfaction with the cultural and 

social isolation required by their churches. They mentioned popular culture (movies, music) 

being seen as sinful, and feeling cut off from the “normal” world. 

The Role of the Internet 

The internet is an important research tool for those in the process of deconversion. 

Several forum members echoed this sentiment. One member, describing the beginning of his 
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five-year deconversion that occurred pre-internet, said “it wouldn’t have taken five years with 

the internet”. Others describe lurking on atheist and apologist internet sites; the process is 

summed up in this quote: “I started to secretly doubt my religion through long nights of internet 

browsing.” 

Another member describes a similar experience: 

I felt horrible, but started to understand that I had no evidence that God was there at all. A 

few months after that I was agnostic, and then I was on this website. 

The forum has links to 39 different deconversion and atheist YouTube accounts. Evid3nc3 

(deconversion stories) and nonstampcollector (Bible criticism) are particularly popular on 

youtube and with forum members. Popular podcasts and youtube videos included those from The 

Thinking Atheist, The Atheist Experience, and other atheist sites. Forum members sought out 

and posted apologist/atheist debates and documentaries relating to Bible history, comparative 

religion, and atheism. Wikipedia was a popular source of information on comparative 

mythology, Near Eastern history, and Biblical archaeology. Websites also provided information 

to deconverts: 

I got turned on to some material on the web. The watershed moment came in mid August 

2002. I was reading the website by the biologist Massimo Pigliucci. In the article I was 

reading he was discussing the logical fallacy inherent in Pascal's Wager. In like a moment 

a light went on. I lost my fear of hell. I thought, "If God is truly just, then he won't punish 

me for my doubts. It is wrong for me to believe out of fear." I didn't quite know it then, 

but I had lost my faith. And it felt good! For the first time in my life I felt truly free. 

Pascal’s Wager, as referred to in the quote, is a well-known argument for believing in God posed 

by philosopher Blaise Pascal, in which he puts forth that it is a better wager to believe in the 

existence of a God, than to err by not believing if there is a God. The internet provided a source 
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of information for those seeking alternatives to religious thought, and the online community 

provided a place to exchange information about internet sites, podcasts, and youtube debates. 

The community also provided members with a place to “try on” their new secular identities. 

The Emotional Process 

Forum members discuss deconversion not as a single point in time, but as an ongoing, 

difficult, and emotional process, involving both negative and positive emotions. From our 

datamining, concepts of both fear and joy appeared frequently in the concepts across the 2,181 

extimonies. Those in our sample of 60 reflected this, describing both negative and positive 

emotions surrounding the deconversion process.  

I know I've fully deconverted at this point, and I also know the worst is over. I still have a 

process and a journey to go through, but I have left the really bad emotionally difficult 

stuff behind. Time creates perspective, and perspective helps a lot. 

Another member wrote a lengthy post giving advice to site newcomers on the nature of the 

deconversion process, likening it to re-wiring the brain and comparing it to trauma recovery. The 

framing of deconversion as a struggle was a common one, and many threads on the forum 

reflected concerns with depression, anxiety, and anger. Forum members asked for advice on 

coping in these threads, and received support from forum members who had been through the 

deconversion process already. Members frequently posted seeking support with anger, grief, and 

confusion. The importance of the forum is that it allowed them to process the emotions of 

deconversion, giving them the social support that they lacked offline. 

Negative Emotions 

Fear, anger and depression were frequently mentioned by forum members as part of their 

deconversion process. Some examples of this were theologically-based, as with the doctrine of 

Hell. Several members in our sample mentioned the fear that had been instilled in them, in 
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particular the fear of Hell. Our datamining also revealed that fear was one of the most common 

emotional concept contained in the extimonies as a whole. 

I realized then, I've been brainwashed and controlled by FEAR!!! The more of the Bible I 

read, the more I was seeing just how evil the God is in it and how religion is nothing but 

control! 

Other members felt that as they deconverted, they were losing their identity as a person. They 

discussed feelings of depression and anxiety that came with losing faith. One woman said that 

without the Biblical mandates to procreate and evangelize, her life was meaningless. This 

represents Ebaugh’s (1988) idea of the “vacuum” where those exiting a role feel unmoored and 

“neither here nor there”. Another forum member talks about how Christianity had been a core 

part of their identity: 

Losing my faith was the most pain I’ve ever been in, and I couldn’t imagine ever being 

happy and peaceful again without it. Being a Christian was a core part of my identity. 

Still others were angry that they had wasted their energy on their religion. One member describes 

their anger in no uncertain terms: 

Christianity has ruined my life. I feel totally ripped off because for the first time in my 

life I feel like the scales have fallen off my eyes. I honestly don't know what to do. I'm 

feeling depressed about it all the time. I've lost a lot of friends. So I figured what the hell, 

I'll give this a try since you lot have made more sense than those morons. I'm so angry 

that I've taken all my christian related content down from my blog. I gave 13 years of my 

life to that church. I was engaged, married, and our little girl was dedicated there so you 

can understand why I'm finding it hard to let go. Every time I think about all the crap that 

has happened I feel like punching a wall. 
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Some members compared the deconversion process to a grieving process. Others spoke of losing 

their “sky daddy” and lamented that they could no longer believe that “someone up there was 

watching out for” them. There were frequent references to “living a lie” as a Christian, and anger 

that they had been duped for so long, and after spending so much time and energy in their 

churches, in prayer, and in their faith.  The fear that Christianity instilled in some members is a 

continuing struggle for them, one that the forum helps them express and process. These fearful 

sentiments appeared over and over on the forum and in the extimonies. Negative emotions like 

fear, anger, anxiety, and depression appeared in our datamining results with salience, and this 

was reflected in the sample of 60 extimonies.  

Positive Emotions 

The emotional process did not just concern negative emotions, however. With near equal 

frequency, members wrote about strong positive emotions, like liberation, freedom, joy, and 

relief:  

It was really liberating, it all seemed almost too good to be true. I no longer had to 

believe almost everyone i met was going to burn in hell for all eternity. I could accept 

people for who they really were without trying change them. 

Others describe the mixed emotions that deconverts go through, ending on an optimistic note. 

My deconversion journey has been both terrifying and awesome….. I came to the 

conclusion that even though God is most likely not real, it is okay. I know that I can still 

live my life and be happy, and live a good, and just and noble life without God. 

 

Another member describes processing similar feelings during deconversion: 

The following weeks [after I lost my faith]I went through extreme emotions of happiness, 

relief and positive feelings, but it was mixed with a weird feeling. The feeling I had was 
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like I was flying in empty air, and there was no ground to stand on. I realized that the 

"rock" in my life had been faith, and now without it, no solid ground existed. It scared me 

to some extent, and honestly it kept me awake more than a few nights. This feeling didn't 

last more than a month and a half. Since then, things are just getting better. (Like finding 

this web site!) 

The emotional process consisted of working through strong negative and positive emotions 

associated with the process of deconversion on the forum. Many of the emotions were brought 

up in reaction to the intellectual process of researching and reflecting on their faith. Doubts led to 

research, research led to emotions, and processing the emotions led to relief.  Intertwined with all 

of this was the context of their online lives, and their offline social world. 

The Social Process 

The third process that forum deconverts described concerned the social ramifications of 

their non-belief. This corresponds to Ebaugh’s (1988) stage of “creating the “ex” role”, that is 

negotiating a new identity and set of relationships with both the old and new community. For the 

deconverts, this happened at least in some part within the online community. Threads on the 

forum contained debates about “coming out” vs. leading a “double life”. Members posted draft 

coming-out letters and emails to threads, seeking advice on content, tone, and wording, before 

sending them to family. Many posted their letters to help others draft their own, and traded 

information about common reactions of others,  and what deconverts could expect from their 

church acquaintances, friends, and family. Other forum members stayed “in the closet” for fear 

of the effects on their disbelief on family members and friends. Coming out as agnostic was just 

as problematic as coming out atheist, and agnostics also continued to live “in the closet” for fear 

of reactions from friends and family. The social pressure to conform to Christianity wearied 

some members, who spoke of the strain of having to pretend that they still believed for the sake 
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of friends and family. Others spoke of fear of “interventions” that kept them from sharing their 

disbelief with others. 

I'm waiting for the next bomb to drop. For the next emotionally-charged tear-filled 

intervention. but i'm solid in my unbelief, only unwilling to share it for fear of the 

impending heartache. 

Many noted how intertwined they were in the Christian social community, and lamented the loss 

of social ties:  

One of the biggest challenges I have experienced after leaving the church is the total 

collapse of my social life. After being involved in church leadership and music ministry, 

most of my relationships were somehow connected to those efforts. Now, being out of 

that circle, nor only have all of house friends drifted away, but I have found no way to fill 

that social void. 

Some reported losing contact with their families and friends altogether as a result of their 

deconversion. Threads on the forum often offered advice on where to find secular meetups, and 

how to replace the social networks that had been lost. The internet played an important role in 

locating these through websites like meetup.com. 

Reactions of Friends and Family 

When forum members did come out, they often posted about the reactions of friends and 

family, which were typically described as negative. Other forum members would lend support, 

recounting their own experiences. Dread at the prospect of coming out as a nonbeliever was a 

common theme on the message board and in the extimonies. Members sought advice on how to 

come out, when to come out offline, and how to deal with the fallout: 

I am new to being an ex-christian but have not told my family about it yet. I am dreading 

their reactions when I finally tell them.  
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Those who were still active in their churches asked for advice on how to extract themselves from 

those social situations. The social process involved painful severing of relationships, or having 

them severed by disapproving others: 

I'm still involved in my ministry ( in fact, I am the head of the committee that handles 

incoming students for this upcoming year, and I'm a musician for the worship team) so 

how I am going to maneuver myself out of this as quickly and painlessly as possible 

scares me shitless.  

Forum members reported being frustrated by common reactions of friends and family to their 

coming out. Many reported being told that they were “never really a true Christian”, while others 

were told “once saved, always saved, you’ll be back”. More extreme reactions including being 

described as being in league with the devil, or demon-possessed. One member recounted her 

mother trying to exorcise the demons from her by anointing her with olive oil in the kitchen. 

Members were frequently told that the devil were in charge of their lives if they disbelieved. Still 

other families ostracized their deconverted family members, ceasing to invite them to social 

functions: 

The past several months have resulted in a deep rift between myself and my mother, 

despite us being so alike and having a great relationship all my life. I'm not invited to the 

family functions anymore, I'm "an embarrassment" to her and she claims that I have 

made her look bad to the church." 

One very painful interpersonal problem was that of those who were “unequally yoked” (how 

Christians referred to a Christian spouse who was married to a nonbeliever). The forum 

contained threads asking for advice on keeping marriages together and navigating divorces, 

while not necessarily wholly due to deconversion, were impacted by it. These threads described 
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troubles with couples agreeing on how to educate their children (Christian or secular) or conflict 

about children’s and nonbelieving spouses’ church attendance or non-attendance.  

Internet Forum as Community 

During the difficult process of deconversion, forum members depended on the site to 

process their intellectual, emotional, and social changes. They use the online community to 

manage their offline lives, asking advice on how to manage offline social relationships. One 

member describes the intertwined processes: 

And with christianity, this is where [the forum] comes in. Reading and studying all the 

testimonies and links to documentaries that all the members advise us to go and watch. 

Then coming here and posting all your questions and concerns. As your brain starts to 

accept the new information, (and this takes you to eventually accept the truth) the brain 

will calm down after a while and you will begin to laugh again and carry on a new type 

of life without religion. 

Members frequently posted about the role of the site in their deconversions: 

The past several months have been a sort of cleansing process from all the deeply 

ingrained Christian beliefs and ways of thinking that had so deeply permeated my life. At 

times it has been personally emotionally difficult, but overall very liberating! I am 

grateful for this website, it's very comforting to know that I am not as crazy as old friends 

and family consider me to be. Thank You for listening! 

A common theme for deconverts was social isolation, especially for those in the Bible Belt, or 

rural areas. Members frequently expressed that the website was their only source of support 

during their deconversion: 
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I always love an opportunity to thank everyone here on [forum] who helped me so much 

in the last few years. I don't have these kinds of conversations in real life so coming here 

is like coming to see my gang and my heart feels at home. 

Another member expressed their gratitude to the community: 

I just wanted to thank everyone who posts on this site, you have helped me come out of 

the darkest period of my life and I am very grateful for that! 

From its role in the intellectual process, the emotional process, and the social process, the use of 

the internet is a unifying theme. Members use the internet to find the forum, to find information 

on their religion, to get emotional support, and to negotiate “coming out” to their significant 

others.  

DISCUSSION  

Previous research has established what kinds of people leave Christianity, and the reasons 

that they give for leaving (cf. Bromley 1988; Wright et al. 2011; Zuckerman 2012). Other 

research also suggests that the path to deconversion is a process (cf. Altermeyer and Hunsberger 

1997; Ebaugh 1988). We explored the process, or the “how,” of leaving  in the context of 

deconversion narratives posted to an internet forum. The intellectual process of deconversion 

involved engaging with doubt through a rational examination of the factual and historical basis 

of Christianity, leading forum members to research the Bible through a secular lens. As members 

found their core beliefs challenged by their research, they had to process the emotions that were 

brought up. The forum was useful on their intellectual quest, but also for processing both the 

negative and positive emotions that came with a loss of faith. As they made the decision to leave 

the faith their social world was impacted, and they again used the forum for support and advice 

to see them through the process of restructuring their social lives offline. “Coming out” as a 

nonbeliever was particularly emotionally and socially fraught. Every step along the way involved 
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the internet, as a source of information, support during the deconversion process, and as a place 

to find community with others going through the same process. 

Becoming an ex-Christian is a non-linear process, with community members often 

circling back to first doubts, trying to reduce cognitive dissonance, and seeking validation from 

the community regarding their developing secular identity over the course of several months. 

This is how Ebaugh’s (1988) role exit process plays out in an online environment. The forum 

provided a virtual space to explore and debate doubts, and then to explore science and logic in 

order to reduce cognitive dissonance. In the last stage of role exit, many became regular 

members of the community, staying on the site for years after their deconversions. Former 

members occasionally returned after a long absence, seeking reaffirmation of their identity as a 

non-believer, or to seek support when new issues arose, such as family or job problems. The 

forum provides them with a sense of community online, whereas they may be geographically or 

socially isolated offline, living in the Bible Belt or other highly religious areas. They used the 

online community to manage their self-presentation and interactions with their offline social 

network. 

If they are being re-socialized, what are they being socialized into? What “ex-role” is 

being created? For some, it is an atheist identity. For others, it is a more generalized “non-

believer” or “ex-Christian” identity. People on the site self-describe as secular, ex-Christian, “ex-

fundie”, freethinkers, humanists, atheists, anti-theists, agnostics, or apatheists. A tiny minority 

identify as “still searching”.  Whatever they term it, the forum’s content makes it clear that their 

new secular identity involves the valorization of logic, science, and critical thinking.  

Interestingly, the most active members on the site are self-described ex-Fundamentalist 

protestant atheists, though many ex-Catholics and ex-mainline Protestant denominations are 

represented as well. The salient presence of the ex-evangelical fundamentalists perhaps is 
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associated with the greater rates of internet use among evangelicals, who use the internet to seek 

out information on other religions (Hoover, Clark, and Rainie 2004). It may also reflect a greater 

need for social support given the stigma of exiting a highly committed religious role. The “fuzzy 

middle” theory of secularization (Brauer 2018; Voas 2009) suggests that the majority of recent 

deconverts come from among the less religiously committed. A reasonable hypothesis is that for 

the “fuzzy middle” cohort the process of deconversion is driven more by a lack of interest or 

involvement in religion. However, that is clearly not true for the majority in our study, for whom 

deconversion was generally preceded by a greatly intensified interest in the study of religion. 

Our results suggest that more qualitative investigations into secularization trends may find a 

richer variety of deconversion pathways and experiences than are immediately visible in mostly 

quantitative data.  

More research is also needed to determine whether internet use is a factor in increasing 

the deconversion rate in general, and how many internet-assisted deconversions represent long-

term secular exits. Previous research has found that internet use and involvement in internet 

communities can act to weaken traditional religious authorities (Anderson 1999; Lövheim 2013). 

The current study provides a cogent example of this, particularly in the role of the internet 

community in helping forum members manage the social and emotional aspects of deconversion. 

Deconverts coming from the “fuzzy middle” may need less social and emotional support, but 

may also still make use of internet resources as part of the intellectual process of deconversion, 

accelerating the trends towards secularization. 
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